Supplementary Figure 1S This figure shows the E1 and E2 clusters in the eBG4 phylogeny using a selection of genomes representing the serovar Enteritidis diversity (8). The sequence type (ST) of the genomes is indicated at rigth. The region corresponding the E1 and E2 clusters (yellow box) is zoomed from the original tree and showed at left in the dotted box. The blue branches correspond to E1 and the red branches to E2. With the exception of the Uruguayan genomes (referred here only by their isolate name), the leaves in the zoomed area show this information in order: i) the corresponding leave number from the main tree (in brackets), ii) strain name, iii) country, and iv) year of isolation. Detailed information about the methods and genomes used to generate this tree should be obtaned in D' Alessandro et al 2018 (8) .
